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body said that he had not. There is no reason to think that
he is any better paid for the two other appointments than
for this. The Gazette seems to feel the weakness of the de-

fence, for it adds that the doctor is only " young " in his

profession. No old man could do such work for such pay. It
needs young limbs to do the work. The doctor’s age has

nothing to do with the question, and is an altogether irre-
levant matter. As for the statement that there are dozens
of men "highly qualified" to be had for the sum, it is

simply not true. But the Gazette has a nosology of the ail-
ments of the boys ; they have chilblains, sore-throats, cut
fingers, ringworm, and other "easily treated ailments."
Even these complaints require judgment and attention, and
will not be " easily" cured without them. Of course the boys
are never afflicted with scarlatina or with struma, which may
be accounted for either because they are only pauper
-children, or because the guardians pay their doctor so well
for looking after them. _

THE PUBLIC SUPPLY OF VACCINE LYMPH.

WE venture respectfully to call upon the Medical Officer
of the Privy Council to introduce a complete reform in the
machinery for collecting, storing, and distributing vaccine
lymph. The profession are now thoroughly convinced of
the importance of revaccination, and there is a panic in the
public mind which is reasonable in its character, and must
in future be better satisfied. Hitherto the Privy Council
have not attempted to do more than provide supplies of
lymph for primary vaccination. Their stores are derived
from a comparatively restricted area, and they are usually
- so small as to become exhausted at the very beginning of
an epidemic. For some time past there has been great
,difficulty in obtaining lymph, and the supply at Richmond-
terrace is exhausted as fast as it comes in. Experience has
shown that lymph properly taken and preserved retains its
properties uninjured for many years; and, if it were

the duty of every public vaccinator to transmit a portion of
lymph every week to the central depot, not only would there
be an additional means of estimating the value of the
services rendered by the public vaccinators, but a supply
would be accumulated during times of calm which would
practically be inexhaustible when danger comes. In fact,
the Privy Council ought to have no need to put any restric-
tion whatever on the practice of revaccination, but, on the
contrary, be ready to anticipate the proposal of making re-
vaccination compulsory in infected districts.

MEDICAL EXAMINATION PAPERS.

THE case of attempted fraud as regards an examination
paper of the Apothecaries’ Society shows how careful all
examining bodies should be in respect of their printing
arrangements. The present is by no means a solitary
attempt to procure a provf of an examination paper, and
though fortunately most of these transactions come to

grief, it is too much to suppose that all do ; for, though
the devil may not be so black as he is painted, it can

hardly be but that some "printer’s devil" may be

occasionally found to show the cloven hoof. Under these
circumstances it might be as well if all examining bodies
were to follow the example of the University of London,
and abjure typography for lithography, which latter can
be conducted much more privately, and with fewer go-
betweens. At the University the papers are not printed
until the morning of examination, and then within the
University premises ; and as the stone to which the paper
has been transferred can be readily kept under lock and
key, it is hardly possible that even golden bribes can succeed
in procuring an "early copy."

THE CLINICAL SOCIETY.

Ds. GULL took the chair as President for the first time
on the 27th ultimo, and a numerous body of members
assembled to hear the address, which will be found in
another part of our columns. The Clinical Society has
hitherto been particularly happy in the choice of President.
The address of Friday last was as brilliant of its kind as
that delivered by Mr. Paget, when he first took the chair,
and was received with as marked a show of pleasure and
satisfaction. We commend the observations of Dr. Gull to
the attention of the members, being confident that an ad-
herence to the principles enunciated by him will greatly con-
duce to the success of the Society.

NAVAL MEDICAL SERVICE.
LETTERS expressive of discontent with respect to this

service are sent to our office in a continuous and never-

ending stream, and the subject has occupied our columns
at sundry times, and in divers manners, now for many
years. On this occasion we address our readers for the

simple purpose of placing before them condensed particulars
of two cases that have come under our notice. No. 1 is now
a retired inspector-general. This officer entered the service
in 1823, and served twenty-five years afloat, during which
time he was on duty in the Pacific, Mediterranean, American,
and African squadrons, and circumnavigated the globe
no less than four times. He was awarded the Blane gold
medal twenty-four years ago, and has received the official
thanks of different Admiralties. He was on duty at the
Melville Hospital for six, and at Haslar for eleven years,
as principal medical officer, and has since done good service
in the application of the Contagious Diseases Act. A few

years ago the Admiralty ruled that all inspectors should be
placed on the retired list at sixty-five years of age. They
have still more recently decreed that the titles of honorary
physician and surgeon to her Majesty shall be conferred on
those only who are actually on the active list, so that the
inspector in question, with some few others of his own

standing, loses all hope of obtaining honours that were,
when he entered the Navy, looked upon as some of the "blue
ribbons" of the service. No. 2 is a surgeon, who joined the
service in 1858, and was sent to Australia in medical charge
of H.M.S. Nelson in August, 1867. Shortly after his arrival
he was made acting surgeon of H.M.S. Challenger, but this
appointment was afterwards cancelled by the Admiralty,
although he had a seniority of eleven years. Indignant at
this treatment, he applied for his discharge from the service.
This was refused, and in November, 1869, he was passed
over, and two assistant-surgeons, both junior to himself,
were promoted. He was again omitted in a seniority pro-
motion bearing date August, 1870, but has at last received
his surgeoncy, the promotion to be antedated to August,
1870, instead of to November, 1869, so that nine months of
seniority are lost to this officer. This is the sort of com-
munications that very frequently reach us on this subject,
and we place them before our readers unencumbered on this
occasion with any comment.

A PROVIDENT DISPENSARY.

WE have received from Northampton a statement of the
results of the working of the Provident Dispensary there
during 1870. It appears that the working classes had con-
tributed within the year the sum of .81881 9s. 4d. Of this,
&pound;386 19s. 4d. was required for drugs and other expenses, and
the net residue, &pound;1494 10s., was divided among the three
medical officers in proportion to the number of families that
they had respectively attended. The work done is stated
to have been very great. The patients had required up-


